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Abstract
Minproteins inE. coli bacteria organize into a dynamic pattern oscillating between the two cell poles.
This process identifies themiddle of the cell and enables symmetric cell division. In an experimental
model system consisting of a flatmembranewith effectively infinite supply of proteins and energy
source, theMin proteins assemble into travellingwaves.Herewe propose a simple one-dimensional
model of theMin dynamics that, unlike the existingmodels, reproduces the sharp decrease ofMin
concentrationwhen themajority of protein detaches from themembrane, and even the narrowMinE
maximum immediately preceding the detachment. The proposedmodel thus provides a possible
mechanism for the formation of theMinE ring known from cells. Themodel is restricted to one
dimension, with protein interactions described by chemical kinetics allowing atmost bimolecular
reactions, and explicitly considering only three,membrane-bound, species. The bulk solution above
themembrane is approximated as beingwell-mixed, with constant concentrations of all species.
Unlike othermodels, our proposal does not require autocatalytic binding ofMinD to themembrane.
Instead, it is assumed that twoMinEmolecules are necessary to induce the dissociation of theMinD
dimer and its subsequent detachment from themembrane.We investigate which reaction schemes
lead to unstable homogeneous steady states and limit cycle oscillations, and howdiffusion affects their
stability. The suggestedmodel qualitatively describes the shape of theMinwaves observed on flat
membranes, and agrees with the experimental dependence of thewave period on theMinE
concentration. These results highlight the importance ofMinE presence on themembranewithout
being bound toMinD, and of the reactions ofMin proteins on themembrane.

Introduction

The combination of chemical reactions with diffusion under non-equilibrium conditions can give rise to a range
of complex phenomena, such as formation of steady patterns, travellingwaves or periodic oscillations [1–3].
The resulting patterns and structures often have spatial dimensions exceeding themolecular size bymany orders
ofmagnitude, and temporal periodsmuch longer than the time scales of the underlying chemical reactions. Still,
their size and dynamics are precisely determined by the parameters describing the interactions andmotion of
individualmolecules.

These self-organizing physico-chemical phenomena are important for the functioning of livingmatter, as
they provide accurate ‘rulers’ and ‘clocks’ that then determine the size and dynamics of thewhole organismor its
part [4–6].Most prominent examples include spatial gradients ofmolecular concentrations that control the
growth and development of cells, embryos and tissues [7–9], and temporal concentration oscillations forming
the basis of circadian rhythms that adjust the functioning of an organism to the day/night cycle [10, 11].

TheMin proteins in the rod-likeE. coli bacteria bind to the innermembrane surface, where they organize
into a dynamic pattern oscillating between the two cell poles. The resulting exclusion of one of the proteins,
MinC, from the cell center is important for accurate positioning of the cell division ring and for symmetric cell
division [12]. TheMin system consists of three proteins:MinD,MinE andMinC, but only the first two are
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necessary for the oscillations. Althoughmany details of the interaction ofMin proteins with themembrane and
among themselves are known [12, 13], the exactmechanismof the oscillations is not yet fully understood.

An important step towards the understanding of theMin dynamics was the observation of dynamicMin
patterns on artificially created supported lipid bilayers [14–16], on structuredmembrane surfaces [17], on
unsupported lipidmembranes [18], andwithinmicrocompartments enclosing a small volume [19]. These
synthetic systems allow easier control of all relevant parameters, such as protein concentration,membrane
composition and volume geometry, and so enable quantitative studies of their effect on theMin pattern
dynamics.

Themodels ofMin oscillations are usually based on the reaction–diffusionmechanism. The steady state of
the reaction system is unstable, which leads to inhomogeneous oscillating protein distribution. The earlymodels
employed effective reaction terms [20, 21] or included effective processes such as aggregation current describing
the tendency ofMinD to aggregate on themembrane [22–24]. Although the introduction of sufficient non-
linearity in the rate equations in thesemodels results in instability and complex dynamics, it does not always
allow a direct interpretation in terms of biochemical reactions.

A clear interpretation is possible withmodels containing only terms describing simple reaction steps.While
somemodels contain cubic terms corresponding to non-realistic trimolecular reactions [14], othermodels
employ only atmost bimolecular reactions [16, 25–28]. Several othermodels attempt to explain theMin
dynamics by relying on the observedMinDpolymerization into filaments [29], often combinedwith
preferential nucleation at the cell poles [30–32].

There are two classes ofmodels that are relatively simple, contain only chemical reaction terms,make
minimumassumptions beyondfirmly established facts, and exhibitMin dynamics similar to those in cells orflat
membranes. In thefirst of them, thefinite rate of conversion ofMinD–ADP,which cannot bind to the
membrane, to theMinD–ATP in the bulk solution plays an important role [25, 28]. In the other class ofmodels,
the existence ofMinE not attached toMinDon themembrane is important, and the reactions in the bulk are not
considered (i.e. are assumed to proceed fast) [16, 27].

Here we propose amodel related to the second type. Contrary tomost othermodels, themodel we suggest
does not require autocatalytic binding ofMinD to themembrane. Instead, it assumes that twoMinEmolecules
are necessary to induceMinDdetachment from themembrane. This assumption is based onMinDbeing a
dimerwith two binding sites forMinE and two boundATPmolecules. Themodel is very simple, not far from (in
terms of complexity) theminimal chemicalmodel that can exhibit instability and periodic oscillations [33]. It
includes only reactions on themembrane and explicitly contains only three,membrane-bound, species. In
comparison to othermodels, it provides so far the best qualitative description of the shapes of the observed
invitro concentration profiles ofMinE on lipid bilayers, and reproduces the experimental dependence of the
wave period on theMinE concentration.

Wefirst study the dynamical behaviour and stability of thismodel considered as awell-mixed system,
neglecting diffusion.We exploremodifications of themodel concerning theway of attachment ofMinE to the
membrane and the necessity of twoMinEmolecules forMinDmembrane detachment. Thenwe add diffusion
and observe its effects on thewave shape and propagation. Finally, we briefly consider thismodel in closed
geometrywith afinite pool ofMinD andMinEmolecules.

Results

Themodel
To capture the essential features of theMin dynamics and pattern formationwe aim to keep themodel as simple
as possible. Thismeans using small number of species and reactions, and a simple geometry of the reaction
domain.

The two proteins,MinD andMinE, are necessary and sufficient to produce the dynamic patterns on lipid
bilayers. The following experimental facts concerning their interactions are generally accepted:MinD in its
ATP-formbinds to themembrane [34]; once bound, it strongly enhances binding ofMinE to themembrane
[35, 36]; andMinE on themembrane stimulates the ATP-ase activity ofmembrane-boundMinD, leading to the
release of bothMinD andMinE from themembrane [35, 37].

These facts are usually incorporated into the kineticmodels in formof the following three reactions:MinD
binds to themembrane resulting inmembrane-boundMinD species;MinE binds toMinDon themembrane,
forming aMinD–MinEmembrane-bound complex, andMinD–MinE complex dissociates (followingATP
hydrolysis) and leaves themembrane. These reactions alone, if assumed to take place in their simplest form, are
not sufficient tomake the steady state of the systemunstable, and no interesting behaviour, such as oscillations
or creation of patterns, takes place. A certain increase in complexity is therefore necessary.
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Allmodels based on chemical kinetics (i.e. not using effective reaction terms) additionally assume
enhancement ofMinDbinding byMinD already present on themembrane. This is typically represented as an
autocatalytic term in the differential equation for the concentration c of themembrane-boundMinCof the
form = +c kc˙ ..., where the rate constant k is a linear function of the concentration ofMinD in the solution
above themembrane.

The publishedmodels additionally add at least onemore species, in addition to themembrane-boundMinD
andMinD–MinE complex. One possibility is based on the assumption thatMinE from the dissociatedMinD–
MinE complex stays on themembrane for a certain time duringwhich it can bind to anotherMinD and form a
newMinD–MinE complex [16, 27]. This idea results from experiments showing a longer residence time of
individualMinE on themembrane in comparison toMinD [39], and on biochemical evidence [40].

Amodel combining autocatalyticMinD attachmentwithMinE as a thirdmembrane-bound species (model
MdD ) is depicted infigure 1(E). It is closely related to themodels recently used to describe theMin
dynamics [16, 27].

Themodel proposed here includesMinE as a third species, but does not require autocatalyticMinD
membrane attachment. It is inspired by the fact thatMinD in its ATP-form is a dimer (figure 1(B)), with the two
ATPmolecules at the interface between the twomonomers [38]. UponATPhydrolysis the dimer dissociates;
one can imagine that theATPmolecules act as a ‘glue’holding the dimer together as long as they are not
hydrolysed. The dimer has two symmetrically positioned binding sites forMinE at the interface of the two
monomers.We assume thatMinE binding to one binding site stimulates theATP-ase activity ofMinD, leading
to hydrolysis of one of theATPmolecules. Binding of anotherMinE to the other symmetric site stimulates
hydrolysis of the other ATP. As long as at least oneATP is not hydrolyzed, thewhole complex holds together.
Only after bothATP are converted toADP, theMinDdimer dissociates, releasing also bothMinEmolecules
since their binding sites at theMinDmonomer interfaces cease to exist.

WhileMinDdimer is stably attached to themembrane by twomembrane-targeting sequences (mts), the
MinDmonomer is anchored by only onemts, providing only aweakmembrane affinity, and therefore
dissociates from themembrane quickly.

The susequent binding of twoMinEmolecules toMinD2 and their simultaneous release from the complex
makes the reaction system sufficiently complex to exhibit instability and consequently rich dynamics. Aswe

Figure 1.Models ofMinD andMinEmembrane interactions. A: the threemonomers,MinD in theATP- andADP-form andMinE,
are the basic units of themembrane-bound species in themodels considered in this work:MinDdimer (concentration y1),MinD
dimerwith oneMinE bound (y2) andMinE (y3). B: the structure of theMinDdimer [38]with twoATPmolecules at the interface
between the twomonomers, and the twoMinE binding sites formed at the contact points of the twoMinDmonomers. The interacting
helices ofMinE are shown in red (Image from theRCSBPDB (www.rcsb.org of 3Q9L). C: themodel Me2 based on the assumption
that twoMinEmolecules are required for theMinD2–MinE complex to dissociate and leave themembrane. D: the directMinE
attachmentmodel ME : analogous to Me2 butwith direct binding ofMinE to themembrane. E: themodel MdD with autocatalytic
attachment ofMinD to themembrane.
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showbelow, the requirement of twoMinEmolecules for the complex dissociation is not stringent, and a certain
degree of theMinD2–MinE complex dissociation stimulated by only oneMinE can be tolerated.

Well-mixed system
First, we consider awell-mixed system: the situationwhere themembrane diffusion is infinitely fast and the
effects of diffusion-limitedmixing are neglected. The concentrations of all species yi are then spatially
homogeneous and depend only on time. Later onwewill investigate the effects offinite diffusion.

Themodel proposed here assumes threemembrane-bound species:MinD2 (concentration y1),MinD2–

MinE complex (y2), andMinE (y3). AlthoughMinD is thought of as a dimer, the only implication of this fact is
the existence of two binding sites forMinE.NoMinDdimerization kinetics is included in themodel.

The following reactions constitute themodel (figure 1(C)):MinD2 binds to themembrane (rate constant
kD);MinE binds to one of the binding sites onMinD2, this being eitherMinE from the solution (rate constant
kdE) orMinE already present on themembrane (rate constant kde);MinE binds to the second binding site on the
MinD2 (again, eitherMinE from the solution or from themembrane); this is followed immediately by the
dissociation of the complex, and detachment ofMinD from themembrane. Finally,MinE leaves themembrane
with the rate constant ke (∅ in the following reactions stands for nomembrane-bound reactants or products).

∅ →
+

MinD , (1)
k

MinD
2

D

2

→ −
+

MinD MinD MinE, (2)
k

2
MinE

2
dE

+ → −MinE MinD MinD MinE, (3)
k

2 2
de

− →
+ −

MinD MinE 2 MinE, (4)
k

2
MinE, MinD

dE

2

+ − →
−

MinE MinD MinE 2 MinE, (5)
k

2
MinD

de

2

→ ∅
−

MinE . (6)
k

MinE

e

The following systemof differential equations describes the dynamical system:

= − −y k k y y k y˙ , (7)D de dE1 1 3 1

= + − −y k y y k y k y y k y˙ , (8)de dE de dE2 1 3 1 2 3 2

= − + + −y k y y k y y k y k y˙ 2 . (9)de de dE e3 1 3 2 3 2 3

It is convenient to change to non-dimensional quantities t′ and ′yi
by expressing time in the units of k1 e and

concentrations in the units of k kD e :

′ =t k t, (10)e

′ =y
k

k
y . (11)i

e

D
i

Thenwe obtain (after dropping the primes of t′ and ′yi
) a systemof equations that wewill refer to asmodel

Me2 (the two-stepMinDdissociationmodel):

κ κ= − −y y y y˙ 1 , (12)de dE1 1 3 1

κ κ κ κ= + − −y y y y y y y˙ , (13)de dE de dE2 1 3 1 2 3 2

κ κ κ= − + + −y y y y y y y˙ 2 , (14)de de dE3 1 3 2 3 2 3

where the non-dimensional rate constants κde and κdE are related to ki as:

κ =
k k

k
, (15)de

D de

e
2

κ =
k

k
. (16)dE

dE

e

Thewhole systemdepends nowon only two parameters, κde and κdE , making the analysis of its behaviour in
thewhole parameter space tractable. The systemof equations (12)–(14) has two steady states ( =ẏ 0i ), with only

one of thembeing positive: κ κ κ= = − ± +y y ( 1 1 8 ) (4 )s s de dE de1 2 ,
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κ κ κ κ= − ± +y ( 1 1 8 ) (2 )s dE de dE de3 . Linear stability analysis shows that the positive steady state can be
either stable or unstable, depending on the values of κde and κdE (figure 2( A)). The steady state is unstable in the
region of relatively large κde and relatively small κdE . In other words, a stable state can bemade unstable by
increasing κde or decreasing κdE , within the parameter range infigure 2(A). This points to the importance of the
presence ofMinE on themembrane for the instability: the reactions (3) and (5) inwhich themembrane-bound
MinEparticipatesmust proceedwith sufficiently high rate compared to the reactions (2) and (4) (MinE binding
from the bulk) for the system to becomeunstable.

When the steady state is unstable, the system exhibits periodic oscillations of the concentrations yi of all three
species. The oscillations are close to sinusoidal near the bifurcation boundary (point 1 infigure 2(A),
figure 2(B)), and increasingly deviate from this shape as onemoves deeper into the unstable region of the
parameter space (points 2–4). Although the concentration profiles varywith κde and κdE , they share common
features: starting at theminimumofMinD2, the concentration y1 ofMinD2 increases, followed by a slower
increase of the concentration y2 of theMinD2–MinE complex. The concentration y3 ofMinE increases only
slowly, until it is at some point sufficiently high to overturn the trend of increasing y1 through the reaction (3)
and shortly thereafter tomake y2 decrease through the reaction (5). This reaction generates evenmoreMinE on
themembrane, leading to a sharp increase in y3 and depletion of both y1 and y2. After the concentration ofMinE
decreases again due to spontaneousMinE detachment, thewhole cycle can start again.

The depletion of theMinD2–MinE complex and of the totalMinE can occur extremely fast relative to the
timewindowwhere all three concentrations increase (figures 2(A), (B), points 2 and 3). This behaviour persists
when diffusion is added to themodel, as shown below, and is also experimentally observed as a sharp edge of
travellingMinwaves [14]. In contrast, we could notfind a set of parameters that would lead to similarly abrupt
concentration changes in amodel including autocatalytic attachment ofMinD (model MdD infigure 1(E)).
Figure 3 shows the concentration oscillations in themodel MdD with a relatively steep decrease ofMinE
concentration.However, the difference between the overall rates ofMinE concentration increase and decrease is

Figure 2. Solutions of themodel Me2 , equations (12)–(14). A: the stability diagram showing the periodT of the oscillatory solutions in
the unstable region. B: the concentration oscillations of the three reacting species and the totalMinD andMinE for several
representative values of κde and κdE , asmarked inA. C: thefit of the period dependence on κdE for κ = 1de ( κT ( )dE , red line) to the
dependence of the period ofMinwaves on theMinE bulk concentration, derived from the experimental data in [14] (blue points).
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much less pronounced than in themodel Me2 or in the experimentally observedMinwaves (figure 6(E)). This
failure to reproduce the sharpMinE decrease appears to be a typical feature of themodels relying on the
autocatalyticMinD attachment [14, 27].

Figure 2(A) also shows the dependence of the oscillation periodT on the rates κde and κdE . The rate κdE can
be assumed to depend linearly on the concentration of bulkMinE.We can therefore compare the dependence

κT ( )dE of the periodT on the rate κdE with the experimental dependence of thewave period on the bulkMinE
concentration, published previously [14]. Fitting the experimental data to the calculated κT ( )dE shows that the
trend of κT ( )dE in themodelM e2 agrees verywell with the data (figure 2(C)). The parameters of the fit are:

ke=0.3 s−1 and μ≡ = × − − −k k c (MinE) 4.3 10 M s .dE dE* 3 1 1 The rate ke=0.3 s−1 implies aMinE residence time
of 3.3 s, if detachment were the only process of removingMinE species. This is compatible with the reported
membrane residence times ofMinE [39] between 6 and 12 s, as these experiments cannot distinguish between
MinE andMinD2–MinE complexes, and include also the effect ofMinE binding toMinD2 (reaction (3)) and
therefore a longer residence time on themembrane.

Effect of directMinEmembrane binding
In themodel Me2 it is assumed thatMinE binds toMinD2 present on themembrane (reactions (2) and (4)) but
is not able to bind to themembrane directly. It is interesting to consider the opposite situation, whenMinE binds
directly to themembrane, and only thismembrane-boundMinE, notMinE from the solution, can bind to
MinD2 present on themembrane. Thus, the reactions (2) and (4) are replaced by directMinE attachment:

∅ →
+

MinE. (17)
k

MinE

E

Assuming rate constant kE for theMinE binding to themembrane, we obtain themodel ME (the directMinE
membrane attachmentmodel) as amathematically simpler alternative to Me2 (figure 1(D)):

κ= −y y y˙ 1 , (18)de1 1 3

κ κ= −y y y y y˙ , (19)de de2 1 3 2 3

κ κ κ= − + −y y y y y y˙ , (20)E de de3 1 3 2 3 3

where the non-dimensional formof kE, κ = k kE E D is used.
The systemof equations (18–20) has only one steady state, which is positive: κ κ= =y y 1 ( )s s de E1 2 , κ=y s E3 .

Figure 4( A) shows the results of linear stability analysis of the steady state in the two-dimensional parameter
space (κ ,de κE ). For κE values larger than 0.5 the steady state is stable, regardless of κ .de At κ < 0.5E , a region of
unstable steady states and oscillatory solutions exists. The temporal profiles of the concentrations yi(t) of these
oscillating solutions are qualitatively similar to those of themodel Me2 (figure 4(C)).

As κE becomes lower, approximately coincidingwith thewhite region infigure 4(A), the concentrations y1
and y2 reach unrealistically highmaximumvalues, and the periodT becomes very long. In reality, this behaviour
would be prevented by saturation of themembrane surface with proteins. The unbounded growth in simplified
models, such as ME , can be eliminated by taking into account the finite number of binding sites at the
membrane (that is, by including surface saturation), or by adding reverse reactions, which have been neglected
so far [41]. Suchmodifications can in some cases turn the unstable steady state into stable. If we include

Figure 3.Anoscillating solution of the autocatalyticMinD attachmentmodel MdD (figure 1(E)) with the rate parameters chosen so
that theMinE depletion is faster relative to theMinE concentration increase. However, no parameter set could be found that would
reproduce the strong asymmetry between the slowMinE concentration increase and its steep decrease as can be observed in the Me2

model (figure 2(B)). The parameter values are: κ κ κ= = = 1de d dD1 and κ = 0.21dE .
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spontaneous detachment ofMinD2 from themembranewith the rate constant kd, the steady state stays however
unstable, and the concentrations of all species remain finite andwithin reasonable limits. This back-reaction of
reaction (1) results in an additional term κ− yd 1 in equation (18). The stability diagramwith instability region
extended in this way for a relatively small value of κ = 0.01d is shown infigure 4(B).

The comparison ofmodels Me2 and ME shows that thewayMinE attaches to themembrane is not crucial for
the existence of instabilities, and also for the basic characteristics of the shapes of the concentration profiles of
the reacting species. It is therefore reasonable to speculate that the combination of themodels Me2 and ME ,
where bothways ofMinE attachment to themembrane are allowed, would also display instability and similar
concentration oscillations. This is relevant, because even though it is usually assumed thatMinE does not bind
directly to themembrane, there is experimental evidence thatMinE can bind to themembraneweakly [42].

Effect of hydrolysis stimulation by a singleMinE
The Me2 model assumes that the dissociation of themembraneMinD2–MinE complex requires subsequent
binding of twoMinE to theMinDdimer. This requirement can be relaxedwithout destroying the instability of
the steady state and losing the oscillatory behaviour.

Let us add the possibility that binding of the firstMinE to theMinDdimer can be followed by hydrolysis of
bothATPs, complex dissociation and detachment ofMinD from themembrane.We combine all these reactions
into a single step, described by the rate constant κd1 :

− →
−

MinD MinE MinE. (21)
k

2
MinD

d1

2

This reaction enters themodel equations by adding the term κ− yd1 2 to equation (13) and the term κ+ yd1 2 to
equation (14). The systemhas now three steady states, only one of which is positive.

TheMinD2–MinEmembrane complex can nowdisappear in essentially twoways: the newly added reaction
(κd1) competes with the two reactions (4) and (5) requiring a secondMinE (κde , κdE ). The balance between the
two groups of reactions affects the stability behaviour. The limiting case of κde and κdE dominating over κd1 is the
model Me2 analyzed above. The other extreme, κd1 dominating over κde and κdE , leads to a stable steady state for
all values of the remaining rate constants. In the intermediate cases there is an instability region, shrinking as κd1

increases (figure 5).
This shows that even if not all of theMinD2–MinE complex decays via reactions (4) and (5) the reaction

system can be destabilized in a certain part of the parameter space.

Figure 4. Solutions of the directMinEmembrane attachmentmodel M .E A: the stability diagramof themodel ME , equations (18)–
(20). B: the stability diagramof themodel ME extended by adding spontaneous detachment ofMinDwith the rate constant
κ = 0.01d . C: the concentration oscillations of the three reacting species and the totalMinD andMinE for κ = 1de and κ = 0.34E (the
non-modified ME model).
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Including diffusion on infinite domain
So farwe have considered awell-mixed chemical systemwithout spatial coordinates. Finite diffusion prevents
efficientmixing of the reacting species and can in general lead to inhomogeneous concentrations and formation
of spatial patterns. The obvious questions onemight ask are: can the systemof chemical reactions in themodel
M ,e2 togetherwith finite diffusion, exhibit travellingwave patterns as observed in the experiments on supported
membranes [14], and how similar are the shapes of thesewaves in the simplemodel Me2 to the experimental
waves?

To account for diffusion, the diffusion termswith generally different diffusion coefficientsDi are added to
the reaction equations (18)–(20):

κ κ Δ= − − +y y y y D y˙ 1 , (22)de dE1 1 3 1 1 1

κ κ κ κ Δ= + − − +y y y y y y y D y˙ , (23)de dE de dE2 1 3 1 2 3 2 2 2

κ κ κ Δ= − + + − +y y y y y y y D y˙ 2 , (24)de de dE3 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 3

Weconsider one-dimensional space, and look for periodic travellingwave solutions in form
= −y x t y t x v( , ) ( )i i propagatingwith velocity v. This allows us to replace the space derivatives with time

derivatives:

κ κ= − − +y y y y b y˙ 1 ¨ (25)de dE1 1 3 1 1 1

κ κ κ κ= + − − +y y y y y y y b y˙ ¨ (26)de dE de dE2 1 3 1 2 3 2 2 2

κ κ κ= − + + − +y y y y y y y b y˙ 2 ¨ , (27)de de dE3 1 3 2 3 2 3 3 3

wherewe defined ≡b D vi i
2. Further, we express the diffusion coefficientsD2 andD3 viaD1 by defining:

≡p D D2 2 1 and ≡p D D .3 3 1 In the following, it is assumed for simplicity that the diffusion coefficients of
MinD2 andMinD2–MinE complex on themembrane are equal: =p 1.2 The systemof equations (25)–(27)
contains then two additional dimensionless parameters, b1 and p3, in comparison to the systemwithout
diffusion (equations (12)–(14)).

The parameters bi can be understood as a relativemeasure of diffusion speed compared to thewave
propagation velocity. Low bimeans small dispersion ofmolecules due to diffusion compared to the propagation
of the phase of thewave over the intrinsic time scale of the reaction–diffusion system (determined by the
reaction rates), and therefore aweak effect ofmixing due to diffusion.

Solving equations (25)–(27) numerically gives a periodicwave solution for every value of bi. Thismeans that
for afixed values of the reaction rates and the diffusion coefficientsDi there is a range of solutionswith different
propagation velocities v andwavelengths λ = vT . The parameters of the propagatingwave are therefore not
determined uniquely.

Some solutions can be excluded on basis of their stability with respect to small perturbations: in unstable
solutions even the smallest perturbations will grow, eventually causing the system to converge to a stable
solution. In two dimensions thewaves are usually circular or spiral, and only approximately planar; the stability
conditions are therefore likely to differ from the 1D case considered here. Nevertheless, investigating the stability
of solutions in 1D still provides important insights. Linear stability analysis of equations (22)–(24) identified a
region in the space of the parameters b1 and p3 where the solutions are stable (figure 6(A)). In general, thewaves

Figure 5.The stability diagram for the Me2 model extended by the possibility of a singleMinE inducing the hydrolysis of bothATP
molecules bound to theMinDdimer (rate κd1 ). The boundary between the stable and unstable regions is shown for κd1 values between
0 and 1.1.
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are stable for small values of bi, that is, for large propagation velocity andwavelength. The size of the stability
region depends on the rate constants of the chemical reactions; for afixed value of κde it becomes larger with
decreasing κdE . TheMin dynamics are spatially synchronized into coherent waves due to diffusional coupling. In
the stable region, this coupling is not strong enough to destabilize thewaves through strongmixing, which
would otherwise lead to a homogeneous oscillating state.

Even though the solutions in the unstable region can be excluded, there is still a broad range of stable
solutions that could in principle be realized. The experimentally observedMinwaves on supported bilayers
sometimes exhibit variations of wavelengths within one sample [43], although inmany cases this range is rather
narrow.Other chemical reaction–diffusion systems commonly show a broad range of wavelengths in different
parts of the same sample and at the same time [44]. The experimental waves are likely to be to some extent
influenced by the boundary conditions imposed by the sample container, and by the initial condition defined by
theway thewavewas initiated. In experiments, one strives tominimize the effects of these factors by using a large
membrane area and by introducing a sufficient delay between thewave initiation and observation.

The periodT of thewaves depends rather weakly on b1 and p3 (figure 6(B)), in comparisonwith its
dependence on the rates κde and κdE (figure 2(A)). One can therefore state that thewave periodT is determined
predominantly by the reaction part of the system.

The temporal (or equivalently, spatial) concentration profiles of theMin proteins varywith both bi and p3
(figure 6(C) and (D)). For a fixed value of =p 13 thewaves at small b1 ( →b 01 ) approach the concentration
profiles in the absence of diffusion.With increasing b1, that is, with decreasing velocity and alsowavelength, the
wavemaxima and thewavemodulation depth (the relative difference between the concentrationminima and
maxima) decrease. On the boundary between the stable and unstable regions, thewavemodulation is still
relatively high (more than 85% for the concentration profiles shown in thick lines infigure 6(C)). This is in
agreementwith the observed fact that the experimentalMinwaves exhibit deepmodulation, that is, relatively
high contrast between the concentrationminima andmaxima [14, 15, 39, 43].

Figure 6.Travelling wave solutions of the reaction–diffusionmodel, equations (25)–(27). A: the stability diagram for κ = 1de and
κ = 0.017dE –0.040; the stable region shrinks with increasing κdE . B: the variation of the wave periodTwith b1 and p3 for κ = 1de and
κ = 0.017dE . C: thewave profiles for =p 13 (i.e., =D D1 3) and =b1 0, 0.4, 0.78, 1.2 and 1.6 (in the direction of the arrow). The thick
profiles correspond to thewaves at the bifurcation point b1 = 0.78. D: thewave profiles for ≡ =p D D 13 3 1 and 4. The arrows indicate
the sharpmaxima ofMinD2–MinE andMinE concentrations. E: the experimental concentration profiles ofMinD andMinE planar
waves; adapted from [39].
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TheMinEmolecule is smaller than theMinDdimer or theMinD2–MinE complex; it is therefore interesting
to consider the situationwhenMinE diffuses faster on themembrane than the other two species ( >p 13 ).
Figure 6(D) compares theMin concentration profiles for equal diffusion of all three species ( =p 13 ) and for
fasterMinE diffusion ( =p 43 ).WhenMinE diffuses faster, the concentration profile y2 of theMinD2–

MinE complex and,more dramatically, the totalMinE concentration ( +y y2 3) exhibit a sharp narrow
maximumbefore a steep decay. Such a sharp peak near the falling edge of theMinEwave on a supported bilayer
is indeed observed experimentally [14, 39] (figure 6(E)), and is reminiscent of theMinE ring observed in
cells [45].

Observing theMinE reactions around the narrowpeak ofMinE (y3, red curve infigure 6(D)) provides an
insight into themechanismof theMinwave propagation: at the falling edge of theMinE peak the dominant
reaction ofMinE is its detachment from themembrane (reaction (6)). Contrary to this, at the rising edge of the
MinE peak the concentration ofMinD2–MinE is high, leading to net production of newMinEmainly via the
reaction (5). The balance between these processes at the rising and falling edges of theMinE peak results in a
peak of stable shapemoving in the direction of highMinD2–MinE concentration. The localizedMinE peak (or a
line, in 2D) resembles a propagating dissipative soliton [46].

Bounded domainwithfinite pool of reactants
Themain differences between the conditions of oscillatingMin patterns within living cells ofE. Coli and theMin
waves on supported lipid bilayers are the closedmembrane geometry of the cell and the constant total number of
reactingMinmolecules in the cell. As an approximation of the situation in a living cell we consider here the
reaction–diffusionmodel from the previous sectionwith twomodifications:first, the one-dimensional domain
has a finite length L, with reflective boundary conditions for all three species: ∂ ∂ =y x t x( , ) 0i . Second, the total
numbers ofMinE andMinDmolecules on themembrane and in the bulk solution are constant.

The reaction–diffusion systemof equations (22)–(24) then becomes:

κ κ Δ= − − − − +y
d

d
y y

e

e
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where dt and et are the total numbers ofMinDdimers andMinEmolecules, respectively, and ds(t) and es(t) are
the surface-bound numbers ofMinD2 andMinE, respectively:

∫ ∫= + = +( ) ( )d y y x e y y xd , d . (31)s s
0

1

1 2
0

1

2 3

The lengths x are expressed in the units of the domain length L; the integrals in equation (31) therefore cover the
whole domain. Consequently, the units of the diffusion coefficients are L ke

2 .
Since the parameter space became rather large through the addition of twomore parameters (dt and et)wedid

not performadetailed analysis of equations (28)–(30) but present here a fewnumerical solutions relevant for the
comparisonwith the published experimentalfindings. The followingparameter valueswere used: κ = 1de ,
κ = 0.017dE , = = × −D D 3 101 2

5, =p 43 , dt=12 and et=8.These non-dimensional values can result, for

example, from the followingparameters equations (10), (11), (15), (16): μ= −k 100 p mD
1s−1, = × −k 9 10de

4

p μ−1 m s−1, =k 0.3e s−1, = × −k 5.1 10dE
3 s−1, μ= × −D 9 101,2

4 m 2 s−1, μ= × −D 3.6 103
3 m 2 s−1,

μ=L 10 m, c(MinD2)=400 p μ −m 1 and =c (MinE) 267 p μ −m 1, where ‘p’ stands for ‘particle’ and the one-
dimensional concentrations are expressed in ‘particles perμm’.

SettingD1 to = × −D 3 101
5 resulted in oscillations ofMin proteins between the two ends of the domain,

reminiscent of the pole-to-pole oscillations observed in cells (figure 7( A)): the concentration ofMin proteins
builds up in one half of the domain; upon reaching a certain level themolecules suddenly detach, starting near
themiddle and progressing towards one end; and at the same time the population ofmolecules on the
membrane in the other half of the domain starts to increase.

A closer look at the concentration profiles of all three species (figure 7(B)) shows that thewave progressing
from the center towards the end of the domain is similar to the travellingwaves on infinite domain (figure 6(D)).
Interestingly, thewave always propagates from the center towards the alternating ends, not fromone end
towards the other. This behaviour is known from living cells [13] and synthetic enclosed compartments [19],
but is not observed onfinitemembrane patches with unlimited supply ofMinmolecules [16].
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In long filamentous cells [27, 47] and in long artificial enclosedmicrocompartments [19], a standing-wave-
like patternwith the number of nodes depending on the cell length has been observed experimentally. This
pattern can be thought of as composed of several oscillating short-cell patterns aligned along each other. The
periodic oscillation between the two cell poles in the shortest cells corresponds to one half of thewavelength of
the patterns in the long cells.

Because of the reflective boundary condition, the same effect can be obtainedwith the systemof
equations (28)–(30): doubling the domain length L, or equivalently, reducing the diffusion coefficient by a
factor of four, allows solutionswith one period per domain length (figure 7(C)). Depending on the exact value of
D, this patternmay become unstable, converting into a travelling-wave pattern (figure 7(D)), which appears to
be stable. A similar travelling-wave pattern has been observed in longer cells [27].

Transitions fromone stable oscillating pattern to another as the domain length slowly increases are observed
in growing cells before the division. The likely explanation is that the initially stable pattern becomes unstable
with longer domain length and converts to a new stable state. The initial state infigure 7(D) is however unstable
for the used parameters, because no change of domain length or perturbationwas necessary to induce the
transition to a different pattern. Transitions between two stable patternswithout any changes of parameters have
been observed in particle-based simulations of theMin dynamics in two dimensions [48]. This result points to
the importance of stochastic fluctuations for the conversion between stable patterns separated by an unstable
region, a phenomenon not directly revealed by deterministicmodels.

TheMin dynamics shown infigure 7(A) and (C) can be viewed as waves propagating in alternating
directions. Thewave propagates until it collides with the boundary or annihilates with another wave travelling
towards it; in its wake a newwave emerges,moving in the opposite direction. It appears that in closed-volume
geometries where the supply of bulkMin proteins is limited this dynamics is preffered towaves travelling in the
same direction. Indeed, this is the predominant behaviour observed in short cells [13] and in enclosed
compartments [19], in long filamentous cells [27, 47], and even in larger 2D compartments where the total
volume is limited by their small height [49].

Figure 7.Min dynamics within a bounded 1Ddomain and reflective boundary conditions. A: half-period oscillationswith
= × −D 3 101

5. B: themembrane concentration profiles of all three species in A at time t=255. The arrows indicate the direction of
propagation. C: one-period oscillations with = × −D 7.5 101

6. D: transition of one-period oscillations to a travellingwavewith
= × −D 3 101

5.
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Discussion

In this workwe explored simple one-dimensionalmodels ofMin dynamics that consider only the species and
reactions on themembrane, and do not contain direct autocatalytic reactions.

In living cells, the supply ofMinmolecules in the bulk is limited, therefore it is conceivable that bulk
reactions, such as conversion ofMinD–ADP toMinD–ATP, could be a vital part of the reaction system
underlying theMin oscillations. However,Min proteins exhibit complex dynamics alsowhen the supply ofMin
molecules is virtually infinite, as the experiments withwave patterns on supported lipid bilayers show [15, 39].
The fast protein diffusion in the solution above themembrane in relation to the speed of the propagatingwaves
in these experiments guarantees substantialmixing of the bulk solution on the relevant time scales. Although
reactions and diffusion in bulkmay still influence the observed patterns, as suggested by experiments [16] and
theoretical work [27], they are unlikely to be the decisive factor behind theMin dynamics. It is further reasonable
to assume that themolecularmechanismof theMin dynamics in cells and on the planar bilayers is the same. For
these reasonswe considered only reactions and diffusion on themembrane.

Experiments show that the concentration ofmembrane-boundMinD increasesmore than linearly with the
concentration of theMinD in solution [36, 50]. There is, however, no evidence that this happens as a
consequence of an autocatalytic binding process as it is commonly implemented in themodels [16, 26, 27].
Similar nonlinear increase could be caused, for example, byMinD aggregation on themembrane following
simplemembrane binding. As noted before [24], this type of aggregation is, however, not sufficient to generate
instabilities of the steady state leading to the observedMin behaviour. Furthermore, the autocatalytic binding
would have to be a complex process with at least two steps: transient interaction (binding) of themembrane-
bound and bulkMinD (since one promotesmembrane binding of the other), and subsequent dissociation of
this complex into twomembrane-boundMinDmolecules. Although this process can in principle take place, it is
certainly worth inspecting alternativeMinmodels that do not rely on its existence.

Themodels presented here are relatively simple in comparisonwith other suggestedmodels ofMin
dynamics. All of themhave three reacting species. This is theminimumnumber: it has been shown that systems
with only two reactants and atmost bimolecular reactions cannot show limit-cycle oscillations [51].Wilhelm
[33] identified the smallest chemical reaction system that exhibits instability viaHopf bifurcation. Themodels
Me2 and especially the directMinEmembrane attachmentmodel ME are close to thisminimal system in terms
of their complexity, defined in terms of the number of reactive species, the number of total and bimolecular
reactions and the number of quadratic terms in the reaction equations.

TheWilhelm’smodel contains an autocatalytic term; its instability can however be traced to a negative
feedback loop. Contrary to the autocatalyticMinD attachmentmodel MdD , themodels Me2 and ME have no
direct autocatalytic term, it is therefore interesting to see if it is possible to pinpoint the cause of their instability.

The origins of instability in chemical reaction systems have been classified by Tyson [52]. This classification
is based on the Jacobianmatrix = ∂ ∂a F y{ }ij i j of the chemical reaction system =y F y˙ ( )i i j . For the steady state to

be qualitatively stable (meaning stable regardless of the parameter values) the sign pattern of the Jacobianmatrix
in the steady state has to fulfil several conditions. These conditions guarantee that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix have negative real parts, that is, that any perturbation of the steady state dies out. The unstable steady
states are classified depending on the stability conditions that are violated.

The steady-state sign patterns of the Jacobianmatrices for the threemodels considered here (figure 1) are:

− −
+ −
− + −
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+ − +
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Themodels Me2 and ME have two destabilizing elements: a negative feedback loop:MinD2→MinD2–

MinE→ MinE⊣MinD2 ( <a a a 021 13 32 ) and an indirect autocatalysis (competition):MinD2 ⊣MinE⊣MinD2

( >a a 013 31 ). Themodel MdD has additionally another indirect autocatalysis (symbiosis):MinE→MinD2–

MinE→ MinE ( >a a 023 32 ). This third destabilizing factor can also appear in themodel Me2 if the
approximation of equal rate constants of the reaction pairs (2)–(4) and (3)–(5) is notmade.

Since there are two or even three violated stability conditions, it is not possible to identify a single reaction or
an element of thesemodels as a sole reason for the instability. It is, however, interesting to note that the direct
autocatalysis ofMinD in themodel MdD is not one of the destabilizing elements, since <a 011 . In other words,
in the steady state of themodel MdD , an infinitesimal increase ofMinD concentrationwill induce its decrease
back towards the steady state value and not further away from it, as the autocatalytic attachment termmight
seem to suggest. This happens because the combined rates of the twoMinE-attachment reactions (reactions (2)
and (4), both decreasing theMinD concentration) will increasemore strongly than the autocatalyticMinD
attachment (increasing theMinD concentration). The presence of theMinE species on themembrane and its
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bimolecular interactionwithMinD appears therefore to bemore relevant for theMin dynamics than themode
ofMinD attachment (plain or autocatalytic) to themembrane.

Themodel Me2 inintroduced here leads to concentration profiles ofMin proteins qualitatively similar to
those observed on supported lipid bilayers.Most importantly, it reproduces the sharp concentration decrease at
the end of thewave, and even the narrow sharpmaximumofMinE preceding this decrease. It also agrees with
the experimental dependence of thewave periodT on the bulkMinE concentration. The rate constant ofMinE
detachment from themembrane ke obtained from thefit to these data is consistent with other experimental data.

An important feature of themodel is its robustness tomodifications. It appears not to be particularly
important howMinE reaches themembrane—either by binding tomembrane-boundMinDor by direct
binding—the existence of instability and the general shapes of the profiles are not affected. Also the assumption
that twoMinEmolecules are required to induceMinDdetachment from themembrane is not absolute; the
instability is preserved even if this is only one of the possible pathways.

Themodel also exhibits qualitatively similar dynamics to those in living cells when formulated forfinite
interval and constant total number ofMinmolecules. The difference between themodel solutions and the
oscillation patterns observed in cells [53] can possibly be linked to the rather crude approximation of the full 3D
cell geometry by the one-dimensional interval. For a typical cell shape, the hemispherical end cups closing the
cylindrical cell volume, completely ignored in the 1D approximation, can amount tomore than 1/3 of the total
membrane surface.

The reduction of dimensionality to 1D is also relevant for the dynamics on infinite domain: while the results
shown infigure 6may provide a good description of the spiral waves far from the spiral center, where they can be
locally well approximated by a planar wave, the 1Dmodel cannot accurately describe the two-dimensional
center of the spiral.When using 1D approximation, particularly when dealingwithfinite domains, solutions
that cannot be simply reduced to one dimensionmay exist in the original dimension [24], and the patterns stable
in 1D approximationmay becomeunstable in higher dimensions due to the existence of additional perturbation
modes.

An obvious extension of this work is the solution of the presentedmodel in various 3D geometries: normal
andfilamentous cell shapes, and synthetic compartments of different aspect ratios. Exploring the theoretical
dependence of thewave parameters (period, wavelength, the shape of the concentration profile) on theMin
protein concentrations,membrane diffusion coefficients andmembrane binding affinities will provide
predictions that can be tested experimentally. These experiments will ultimately showwhether the proposed
interaction of twoMinEmolecules withMinDbefore the detachment ofMinD from themembrane is indeed the
key factor behind theMin dynamics.
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